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Groundbreaking developments at Penn State as work underway on Carbon Science 

Centre of Excellence 

 

Work on a state of the art research facility has officially begun, as part of a joint collaboration 

between Morgan Advanced Materials and Penn State University aimed at driving innovation 

in the field of carbon science. 

 

The ground breaking ceremony saw senior officials from both sides of the partnership in 

attendance at Penn State University’s Innovation Park, including Mike Murray, Chief 

Technology Officer at Morgan Advanced Materials, and Neil Sharkey, Vice President of 

Research at Penn State University.  

 

With an expected completion date of December 2017, the multi-million dollar centre will 

become fully operational in early 2018 as home to Morgan’s cutting-edge research into 

carbon-based materials. As the importance of carbon materials in industry continues to grow 

by the day, the diverse properties of carbon are expected to play an important role in solving 

the future challenges of a diverse range of sectors. In collaborating with a world leader in the 

field of carbon research, Morgan hopes to combine the collective expertise and resources of 

both parties to accelerate research that will help unlock the vast potential of the material. 

 

Speaking about the event, Mike Murray commented:  “Since the launch of our partnership 

with Penn State for our Carbon Science Centre of Excellence, we have made great progress 

in building collaborative links between Morgan Advanced Materials and Penn State 
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University. The groundbreaking ceremony marks the next phase of what will be a long and 

successful relationship between our two organisations. The partnership has enormous 

potential and we are very excited about the journey ahead”. 

 

For further information, please visit: www.morganadvancedmaterials.com/PennState 

 

ENDS 

About Morgan Advanced Materials 

Morgan Advanced Materials is a global materials engineering company which designs and 
manufactures a wide range of high specification products with extraordinary properties, 
across multiple sectors and geographies. 
 
From an extensive range of advanced materials we produce components, assemblies and 
systems that deliver significantly enhanced performance for our customers’ products and 
processes. Our engineered solutions are produced to very high tolerances and many are 
designed for use in extreme environments. 
 
The Company thrives on breakthrough innovation. Our materials scientists and applications 
engineers work in close collaboration with customers to create outstanding, highly 
differentiated products that perform more efficiently, more reliably and for longer. 
 
Morgan Advanced Materials has a global presence with over 10,000 employees across 50 
countries serving specialist markets in the energy, transport, healthcare, electronics, 
petrochemical and industrial sectors. It is listed on the London Stock Exchange in the 
engineering sector. 
 

For further information, please contact: 

 

John Edden/ Jonathan Desmond, Wyatt International 

john@wyattinternational.com  / jonathan@wyattInternational.com 

Tel +44 121 454 8181  

 

Francesca Minett, Morgan Advanced Materials  

http://morganadvancedmaterials.com/en-gb/media-centre/press-releases-morgan-issued/morgan-partners-with-penn-state-as-part-of-world-class-carbon-science-center-of-excellence/?utm_source=press%20release&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=Penn%20State
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marketing@morganplc.com 

Tel +44 (0)1299 827000 
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